Chapter 1

Manuscript Acquisition by
the Burgundian Court and
the Market for Books
in the Fifteenth-Century Netherlands
Wim Blockmans
The collection of manuscnpts of the Valens dukes of Burgundy belonged to the
largest collecüons of the fifteenth Century Of the 867 manuscnpts mentioned in
the mventory drawn up after Duke Philip the Good's death in 1467, some 600
had been acquired by himself, since the mventory of his father's collection from
1420 numbered around 250 manuscnpts ' Nearly half the total mventoned m
1467 still exist, the larger part, 247, bemg preserved in the Brüssels Royal
Library These have been desenbed m an extensive catalogue which is limited,
however, to the llluminated manuscnpts 2 Around a hundred of the remammg
manuscnpts are to be found m another Brüssels catalogue3
Quite understandably, exhibition catalogues tend to over-represent the lavishly
llluminated books 4 The analysis of hbranes therefore has to take aecount of the
blas of most catalogues of collecüons and exhibitions to exelude or underrepresent books which were not llluminated, although these made up a considerable
share of medieval hbranes Most present-day collectors and hbranans have
focused on llluminated manuscnpts The study of manuscnpts has mainly been a
speciality of art histonans, particularly mterested m making attnbutions on
styhstic grounds 5
The distinction our present-day catalogues make between llluminated and
other books cuts nght through histoncal collections Α closer look in the
Burgundian hbrary shows that even there the famous lavishly llluminated large
manuscnpts are merely a speetacular minonty, while lots of other books had a
rather modest appearance The choices of piesent-day hbranans thus hamper in
some respects our insight in the basis of histoncal collecting the purchaser's
preference Α correct understanding of the functions books had for their owner
and of the ways by which he acquired them, thus requires the consideration of
complete collections
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In this essay, I will mvestigate the production and distnbution of books on two
levels first that of the manuscnpts commissioned by Duke Philip the Good of
Burgundy, representmg the absolute summit in patronage and purchasing power
for books in his own day, then I will confront these findmgs with a totally
different research method focusmg on all preserved books in Dutch and Latin
produced in the Low Countnes This confrontation will hopefully throw some
hght on the functiomng of the market for books m the fifteenth-century Low
Countnes
Dunng the last twenty years of his reign, from 1445 onwards, Duke Philip the
Good certamly was the most active manuscnpt collector of his dynasty and perhaps of his time Production might have been concentrated at his court and
carned out by artists held on his payroll His grandfather and father thus
employed famous artists as their valet de chambre Among them were the painter
Melchior Broederlam, the woodcarver Jacob de Baerze, and most notably the
celebrated sculptors Klaas Sluter and Klaas van der Werve The latter worked at
the mausoleum m Champmol near Dijon from 1385 to 1439 Philip the Good
himself attracted Jan van Eyck as his valet de chambre from 1425 until his death
in 1441 6 In 1453, he bestowed the same digrnty upon his mam master goldsmith
Willem van Vleuten This did not imply, however, that Philip would stop his
purchases and commissions, with nearly 180 different goldsmiths estabhshed as
masters in vanous eitles 7
Although the duke engaged on a permanent basis the mmiature painter Dreux
Jehan from 1448 until 1455 and agam in 1464,8 and the copier Jean Wauquelm
from 1447 to his death m 1452,9 these 'officials' certamly were not the sole
producers of the books in his collection The ways by which Philip acqmred his
books can be studied from three types of sources First, mventones were drawn
up of the hbrary at dramatic moments for the dynasty, such as m 1420, 1467 and
1487 These mventones have been used mtensively by speciahsts Second, the
court accounts reveal payments for salanes as well as for particular commissioned works Third, the preserved books can provide Information m their
colophon or prologue, whüe the formal aspects such as the format, matenals and
the charactenstics of the handwntmg and Illumination enable codicologists and
art histonans to distmguish producers Such data have to be related to the content
Studies of Illuminators have shown that even the most famous among them
held private Workshops in different eitles such as Valenciennes, Mons, Hesdm,
Ghent, Bruges and Brüssels Most of them, however, were not permanently m the
duke's Service 10 Moreover, copiers worked for some penods mtensively for the
court, at such a high speed that they necessanly must have been helped by
colleagues, then they received no salary or commission for some years after
which they agam were employed on a more than full-time basis This was, for
example, the case with David Aubert, ongmatmg from Valenciennes in Hamault,
who was very busy in Duke Philip's Service m Brüssels from 1458 to 1465 He
reappeared working for his son Anthony m 1468 and 1469, to fade away until
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1474-75, when he wrote a senes of books for Duchess Margaret of York " The
court payrolls show that apart from the mimature pamter Dreux Jehan and the
pamter Jean Hennequart, most book producers did not belong to the duke's court
personnel This does not exclude other ways of regulär payment on other receipts, but lt shows the greater distance to the patron Jean Mielot, a canon at
Samt Peter's at Lille, who became a ducal secretary in 1449 and who was in
charge of translations of devotional Latin texts mto French,12 and the official
chroniclers such as Jean Froissart and Georges Chastellam, do not appear in the
court payrolls 13 These findmgs urge us to reconsider the modes of production
and acquisition of manuscnpts by Duke Philip the Good
Recent studies of the production and distnbution of manuscnpts in Flanders
have convmcmgly shown that well before 1400, private lay Workshops produced
books for an anonymous market, especially books of hours, prayer books and
psalters Liturgical manuscnpts, saint's hves, devotional and morahstic works
belonged to the common sphere of production, as well as a few astrological and
classical books Those, however, were mostly produced on commission The
former were sold to local and foreign burghers and found their way to all regions
commercially hnked with Flanders Southeastern England, the Rhmeland,
Westphaha and Lübeck, the Vistula basm, the Po Valley, Northern France,
Burgundy and the Rhone valley, Cataloma and Navarre M In Bruges, speciahsed
production came to be orgamsed dunng the fourteenth Century m the craft of the
pamters and in the fifteenth also in that of the hbranans This led to typical
conflicts of competence between the two with regard to mimature paintmg It IS
important to note that the scale of book production allowed, just as in the textile
industry, for standardisation and speciahsation Mimatures were pamted in
speciahsed Workshops, sometimes even in another city, on separate leaves in a
more or less fixed lconography These sheets were bound together with the text
under the supervision of the hbranans who tended to monopohse the negotiation
with the customers and to develop mto entrepreneurs working with subcontractors The Bruges city magistrate, however, lssued in 1427 an ordmance
protectmg the independence of the Illuminators 15 Parchment makers, copyists,
Illuminators and bookbmdeis all worked and hved in small Workshops normally
located in the same neighbourhood This facihtated their collaboration as mdependent artisans 16
Against this knowledge of the existing tradition in Flanders, we can shed new
hght on the lssue of the court's commissions themselves How sure are we about
the duke's personal involvement with the books m his hbrary? We can be pretty
certain only in rather few cases, those in which payment could be traced in the
ducal accounts, or where the manuscnpt's prologue, colophon or a presentation
mimature, heraldic or emblematic features demonstrate the identity of the
mitiator Manuscnpts bought at a Workshop do not display such features but do
represent a decision of the owner l7 Less obvious is the relation with manuscnpts
offered as gifts by either a relation or the artist himself Similarly, it has recently
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become clear that among the 386 books owned by governess Margaret of Austna
at the moment of her death m 1530, large sections had not been commissioned by
her but received as gifts, mhented or bought in a whole package such as the
seventy-eight manuscnpts bought from Charles de Croy's hbrary 18 Α close
search IS thus required in order to estabhsh a pnnce's personal patronage and the
way lt was effected
An approach from the viewpomt of a social and economic histonan implies an
attempt to quantify our observations which is facihtated by the relatively
sigmficant numbers Newly designed formats of the same text, for example the
minutes,19 were given Special attenüon smce they may throw hght on the
procedures of commissiomng and vanous uses of the books Vanous versions,
for example translations made by different persons, or copies in different formats,
were counted separately Further I have tned to isolate the manuscnpts produced
followmg the explicit will of Duke Philip, which excluded many books produced
well before 1420 and a number of those dated from his reign but not visibly or
arguably made on his request
In apphcation of these rules, only forty-two of the 247 works m the Brüssels
Royal Library could be found in the Gaspar, Lyna and Van Den Bergen-Pantens
catalogue as bemg ldenüfiable as Phihp's explicit commissions Moreover, the
Dogaer and Debae exhibition catalogue contams a considerable number of books
not featunng in the Gaspard, Lyna and Van den Bergen-Pantens volumes for the
simple reason they are not lllummated No less than fifty-eight books can thus be
added to the corpus of those daüng from between 1420 and 1467, of which
eighteen have been produced on Duke Phihp's commission So we end up with
sixty commissioned books from a total of 243,20 the others either bemg older or
acquired in another way Among the 227 works hsted by Dogaer and Debae, 115
dated from before around 1420, which implies that nearly half of Duke Phihp's
library must have consisted of mhented or otherwise acquired existmg books
Roughly speakmg, only one quarter of his preserved collection was thus
produced under his active patronage This fact has been overlooked by most
scholars who concentrated on the extraordinary manusenpt production launched
around 1445
I shall now focus on the charactenstics of the sixty books produced on Duke
Phihp's commission These will be contrasted with a number of the c 400 copies
contamed in the Burgundian library up to 1477 21 First, the types of texts will be
identified then the formats and the possible relations between the two
The duke showed a marked preference for rehgious, morahstic and histoncal
books fifty one of the sixty commissioned works clearly belonged to these three
categones Twenty-three of these titles were even represented by 2, 3 or 4
different copies in the hbrary as a whole His explicit mterest in theological, philosophical and hterary works was modest Companng this breakdown with that
of all catalogued books relating to the Burgundian court, as shown m Table 1 1, lt
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Jean Wauquehn This opening miniature has been attnbuted to the Master ofthe
Ghent Privileges, all the othet are by Jacquemart Pilavaine
(Brüssels, Koninkhjke Bibhotheek van Belgie [KBvB], ms 9043 f 2 r)
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Debat de honnew and other didactic woiL· translated around 1450 by Jean Mietet on
commuuon by Duke Philip the Good (KBvB ms 9278-80 f I r)
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Duke Philip the Good The twenty two mituatwes have beert executed between 1467 and 1487
by the Loyset Lwdet woikshop (KBvB ms 9261 f 1 r)
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Table 1.1
Distribution by subject themes of Phüip's personal commissions, as
compared to the total extant court library
Philip 's books
Ν
%
33
20
17
28
14
23
4
7
5
8

rehgion
moral treatises
history
theology / philosophy
literature

total catalogued
collection %
41
17
25
10
8

appears that the duke's personal commissions were over-represented in the categones of morahstic works Among the latter, we find a good deal of 'pnnce's
mirrors' and conduct books for noblemen and ladies On the other hand, his
mvolvement with rehgious works was significantly lower than their average
share Lookmg in closer detail at these findmgs, lt appears that the rehgious
works he did commission mcluded his brevianes and the hves of saints he
particularly revered (Miracles de Notre-Dame, Miracles de Saint Hubert,
Miracles de Saint Josse, Histoire de Samt Helaine, Vie de Sainte Catherine, Vie
de soeur Colette)
Among the morahstic works, a good deal was translated or compiled by the
duke's secretary, Jean Mielot Prayer books, books of hours, compilations from
the Bible and the fathers were currently produced and could easily be bought on
the market Every late medieval pnnce would have owned a number of such
rehgious books for hturgical use and for pnvate devotion The number of twenty
commissions was therefore nothmg exceptional Most notable is the duke's
concern with histoncal works This is especially evident when we consider the
format and Illumination of these books
Table 1.2
Distribution by subject themes of the richly illuminated and large nianuscripts commissioned by Philip

rehgion
moral treatises
history
philosophy
totals

large

rieh

both

total

4
4
2
10

9
2
2
1
14

6
2
9
17

19
8
13
1
41

The first observation to be made is that of all works commissioned by Duke
Philip, only two-thirds were lavishly illuminated and/or of a large size The
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Illumination was often limited to one, two or at most three mimatures, often
presentation scenes, arms and margmal decoration The rehgious and moralistic
books, especially, were often not decorated at all or only soberly Not all largesized books (approximately 40 χ 30 cm, which in most cases numbered more
than one hundred fohos and sometimes up to four volumes) were nchly
lllustrated, nor were large numbers of mimatures only to be found in great
formats Both features nevertheless were conspicuous in their time, as their
combmation was consciously mtroduced at court after 1445 22 This was the case
for seventeen of the forty one commissioned lavish books If we take the number
of ten mimatures as the mimmum for a distmctive category of Illumination, lt
will be apparent that some manuscnpts counted dozens of them Even the proportion with the number of fohos IS stnking, since in a few cases the number of
mimatures tends to equal or even surpass the number of fohos 23
Table 1 2 clearly shows that lt was especially the histoncal books explicitly
commissioned by Duke Philip which were both very large and highly llluminated They were the main trend setters of the 'new wave' in manuscnpt
production for the Burgundian court from 1445 onwards Rehgious works could
also contain large numbers of mimatures, especially the personal books of hours
and brevianes, further the lives of particularly revered saints and Jean Mielot's
Miroir de la Salvation Humaine were produced in a format very close to that of
the histoncal works Several versions were made for the duke and his immediate
environment, some also in a sober format on paper, of works they were clearly
concerned with the French Version of Guido de Columna's History of the
destruction of Troy, Raoul Lefevre's Recueil des Histoires de Troie, Jean
Wauquelm's French version of Jacques de Guise's Chromques de Hainault and
Pierre de Vaux's Vie de soeur Colette Philip's histonographical commissions
obviously sought to legitimise his pohtical claims to an ancient descent and a
sovereign position as the heir to the Lothanngian kings rather than to those of
Germany or France In this respect, their extraordinary format and lavish
24
Illumination served a clear purpose
The styhstic analysis of the Illumination and handwnting, combmed with the
mentions of payments in the court accounts, leaves no doubt about the conditions
of this gigantic book production Workshops established in a number of eitles
received commissions for speciahsed craftmanship Jean Wauquehn is a good
example of this Established in Mons probably since just before 1440, his first
great commission was the translation into French of Jacques de Guise's
Chromcle of Hainault for governor Antoine de Croy, in 1445 One year later, a
councillor made Duke Philip commission another copy of this chromcle, after
which followed Girart de Rousillon Vie de Samte Helaine and, m 1451, a
translation of Gilles de Rome's Le Gouvernement des Pnnces From 1447
onwards, the duke paid him a yearly salary, above which he received many other
payments for his multiple Services These mcluded wntmg, llluminatmg, gildmg,
bindmg and heraldry Wauquehn was called a maistre, which can pomt to his
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Position as an mdependent craftsman He employed a clerq and servants After
his death in 1452, his widow was paid for the achievement of a third volume of
the Chroniques de Hainault and a third of Froissart's chromcle25 In the tradition
of the craft, a widow was enütled to conünue her husband's Workshop
Α man hke Wauquelm thus appears to be a small entrepreneur whose personal
activity may have been limited ongmally to the calhgraphy of translations
Commissions by noblemen, high clergymen and especially by the duke himself
created such a high demand, that he soon could employ vanous other people in
his Workshop or even outside lt The collaboration for different speciahsed
activities on the same book, even among artisans workmg in different cities,
could find lts rationale not only in artistic preferences, but also in the possibihty
of escaping guild restnctions on the number of journeymen per master craftsman
Another reason was the irregularity of demand from the court David Aubert
spent years without any commission from court before he received another senes
around 1475 2 6 Since calhgraphy, Illumination and other stages of book production were considered as artisanal speciahsations hke so many others, we have
every reason to be aware of the structure and regulation of the labour market
while trymg to understand the mechamsm of the market for manuscnpts It
should be very clear that the dukes of Burgundy mainly rehed on the Workshops
rather than on their own, very limited personnel Workshops in vanous cities
received commissions and they themselves also moved, depending on the life
cycle of masters and ambitious journeymen alike
The presence in the cities of the Southern Low Countnes of numerous Workshops of highly skilled craftsmen allowed the dukes to rely on them for their
commissions At the same time, this System allowed for the flexibihty in the
demand of each particular patron and it explains why, even in the duke's hbrary,
dozens of books were obviously bought on the market
This Vision can be confirmed by the apphcation of an entirely different
searchmg method All preserved manuscnpts in Dutch or produced in the Low
Countnes have been catalogued in the Bibhotheca Neerlandica Manuscnpta,
ongmally a card System at the manuscnpts' department of Leiden University
Library, now also available by electronic means 2 7 This System contains some
11,000 manuscnpt descnptions which can be selected by date, author, title,
owner etc As a consequence of lts original selection cntena, this catalogue
contains mostly books in Dutch and Latin, with relatively few in other languages
Α sample of nearly one-third of this catalogue has been searched for fifteenthcentury manuscnpts commissioned by fifteenth-century persons, or those of
which the first owner hved in that time In this way, 658 manuscnpts ongmating
in the Netherlands and their owners could be identified and compared to the
Duke's collecüon 28
These owners compnsed only eighty-eight lay persons, and 221 lf we include
the non-idcnüfied persons, all the others being clencs or religious commumties
For half of the books, no Illumination at all IS mentioned, eighty-five had several
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mimatures, of which twenty-eight contamed more than seven Formats of more
than 33 cm height occured in 52 items, mostly the liturgical books In so far as
this sample can be considered as a cross-section of hbranes m the Low Countnes,
lt becomes apparent that the lavishly lllummated large-sized histoncal books
Duke Philip commissioned from 1445 onwards, were comparable in his day only
with liturgical manuscnpts This implies that he consciously propagated a
sacrahsed history of his territones and their glonous dynastic roots
As to the types of texts, one-third of the 221 books owned by lay people were
books of hours, one fourth theological and devotional works from the fourteenth
and fifteenth centunes Only thirty-seven books (16 7 per cent) were not of a
rehgious nature, mostly scientific and jundical texts As such, proportionally
more rehgious works are to be found among the preserved books from the
Netherlands than in the duke's hbrary Even lf we account for a possibly higher
degree of losses of piivately owned books of a modest quahty, histonographical
texts clearly make a big difference In the sample of 658 books, a commissioner
could be traced only in forty-seven cases, half of which belonged to the anstocracy oi high clergy This implies that ordinary middle-class owners could, just as
well as the ehte, commission books and show this in their copies However, the
great majonty either did not display as conspicuously as the pnnces their role as
patrons, or acquisition happcned normally on anonymous markets
As a consequence of the commerciahsation of manuscnpts, pnnted books
were distnbuted very soon, togethei with other merchandise Α stnking feature of
this Situation IS offered by the accounts of the nver tolls levied m the eitles of
Schoonhoven and Geervhet in Holland, preserved for the years around 1480
They show us tolls levied on books, descnbed as pnnted, and packed in barreis,
baskets and parcels 2}
In conclusion, the confiontaüon of Duke Phihp's personal commissions with a
sample of preserved books from the Netheilands point to the prominent activity
of an anonymous market for books The standaid texts, books of hours, prayer
books, bibles, and, much less frequently, devotional, theological, philosophical
and scientific works were available withm the sphere of market production
Private patronage occured merely in 6 per cent of the cases in general, and for
one-fourth of the duke's books He targeted his commissions in a clearly
formulated way, shaped accordmg to his personal views Apart form his personal
devotion, his acüve patronage for books reflected the clear aim of supporting his
pohtical Claims on sovereignty Therefore, he chose to use the format of liturgical
books and the excepüonal splendour of magmficent Illumination to underpm his
ambitions with histoncal arguments
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